
1. Sit comfortably on the floor with legs in front and 
knees slightly bent.

2. Position the Spineflex directly behind you with the 
narrow side closest to your tailbone.

3. Reach behind you grabbing both sides of the 
Spineflex.  Hold firmly, but comfortably.

4. Gently lean back onto the Spineflex until you feel the 
highest point in the curve under the upper back.  
(If laying directly on the Spineflex is uncomfortable, 
try placing a blanket, pillow or towel.)

5. Lie back completely and relax your upper body  
allowing it to rest into the Spineflex. Try sessions of  
2-3 minutes and work up to longer periods if needed. 

UPPER BACK STRETCH

MID-BACK STRETCH

LOWER BACK STRETCH

6. To stretch the mid-back, start out in the same position as the upper back and repeat steps 1-3, however, position the Spineflex’s 
lower curve so it is just under the tailbone.  Lie back onto the Spineflex to target the mid-back.  Start out with sessions of 2-3 
minutes and increase according to comfort level.

7. To treat the lower back turn the Spineflex around and repeat steps 1-3 and bring the tool even lower down your body then 
described in #6 for the mid-back.  Position the Spineflex so the waist is resting on the highest part of the curve.  This will stretch 
the lower back area.  As with treating the upper and mid sections of the back, start out with short sessions and increase over time 
according to comfort level and as recommended by your healthcare professional.

8. Before getting up from this position, we recommend lifting your hips and pulling the tool out from under your body then rolling 
over and gently moving into sitting position.

NOTE:  Individuals with pre-existing medical conditions should consult with a medical professional before using the Spineflex. DO NOT fall asleep on the Spineflex. 
(This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.)
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